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Report of the Sixth BOBLME Project Steering Committee Meeting

Executive summary
The sixth meeting of the Bay of Bengal Large Marine Ecosystem (BOBLME) Project Steering
Committee (PSC) was held in Jakarta, Indonesia from 24-25 March 2015. PSC members from the
Project countries, FAO, Project donors and Project partners attended.
The PSC noted that the Project was on track and was likely to meet its LogFrame targets and
endorsed the Regional Coordination Units (RCU) approach to project implementation.
The PSC noted several major achievements by the Project in 2014; in particular: the adoption of the
text and content of the BOBLME Strategic Action Programme - which is now ready for signing by
countries; the considerable increase in the number of EAFM training events, both within the
BOBLME region and outside; and the first valuation of ecosystem services produced for the Bay of
Bengal.
The PSC reviewed a penultimate printed version of the BOBLME SAP and made some final minor
changes before endorsing a plan of actions for obtaining country signatures before a deadline of 31
July 2015. The PSC also endorsed a revised timeline the development of the SAP implementation
programme noting that this also needs to be completed by 31 July 2015
The PSC adopted the 2015 work plan which focuses on project completion.
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1. Opening of the workshop
1. The sixth meeting of the Bay of Bengal Large Marine Ecosystem (BOBLME) Project Steering
Committee (PSC) was held in the Millennium Hotel, Jakarta, Indonesia from 24-25 March 2015.
PSC members from the Project countries, FAO, Project donors and Project partners attended.
The list of participants is attached as Appendix I.
2. The outgoing PSC chairperson, Mr Hafiz (Maldives) opened the meeting.
3. Dr Toni Ruchimat welcomed the PSC on behalf of the Ministry of Marine Affairs and the
Government of Indonesia. Chris O'Brien, standing in for the FAO Representative Mr Mark
Smulders, welcomed the participants on behalf of the FAO.

1.1.

Election of the new meeting chairperson

4. The PSC elected Ms Erni Widjajanti (Indonesia) as the new Chairperson; and thanked the
outgoing Chair for his leadership and guidance over the year.

1.2.

Adoption of the agenda

5. The PSC adopted the Agenda as presented in Appendix II to this report. The documents before
the PSC are listed in Appendix III.

2. Project implementation and status
2.1.

Country project implementation reports

6. A brief “project implementation” report, on BOBLME work and other relevant regional and
national events and activities was presented by each country.

2.2.

2014 Annual report: progress and results

7. The Regional Coordinator presented an overview of the project (ppt-01) and described in detail
the work that had been undertaken by the Project over the period January to December 2014
(Doc-2.1 - click here to view ). The report covered progress and outputs (a summary for the
year 2014; progress with respect to the Project LogFrame targets, the 2014 event diary; and
progress within each Project subcomponent); and project finances.
8. The PSC noted several major achievements by the Project in 2014; in particular:
•
•
•

the adoption of the text and content of the BOBLME Strategic Action Programme which is now ready for signing by countries
the considerable increase in the number of EAFM training events, both within the
BOBLME region and outside
the first valuation of ecosystem services produced for the Bay of Bengal.

9. The PSC accepted the annual report for the year 2014, and noted that the Project is on track to
meet its LogFrame targets.

2.3.

Partners

10. Representatives of BOBP-IGO, ICSF, NOAA, SACEP, SEAFDEC, and WorldFish gave verbal updates
to the PSC about the activities of their respective organizations.
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3. Status of the BOBLME SAP and its implementation
3.1.

Presentation of the printed SAP

11. The Regional Coordinator walked the PSC through a penultimate printed version of the BOBLME
SAP, describing the reasoning behind the styles and formats chosen for the document, and the
changes made since the SAP finalisation meeting held in October 2014.
12. The PSC reviewed the SAP and requested the changes given in Appendix IV.

3.2.

The SAP Implementation Programme

13. The Regional Coordinator outlined a draft framework for the SAP Implementation programme
comprising five projects: sustainable management of fisheries; restoration and conservation of
critical marine habitats; creation of enabling environments for management in critical
transboundary areas; management of marine pollution to improve ecosystem health in the Bay
of Bengal; and strengthening institutional capacity for the management of the Bay of Bengal
Large Marine Ecosystem (ppt-03).
14. The PSC discussed the development of the SAP implementation programme and noted the
following:
i.

A draft GEF programme framework document (PFD) will be developed on the basis of the
SAP. It will cover multiple focal areas and be made available to countries and SAP
implementation partners for review and input by end of May 2015
ii. The PFD will be completed and needs to be endorsed by July 2015
iii. The PSC noted that the PFD needs to be submitted to GEF accompanied by the endorsed
SAP and the report of the terminal evaluation of the BOBLME Project.
15. The PSC discussed the SAP signing process and agreed to the following actions:
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.
v.

The SAP is to be printed and distributed to PSC members and National Coordinators by the
RCU in the first week of April.
The BOBLME lead Ministries (i.e. Fisheries) will pilot the SAP signing process, including
coordination with other relevant Ministries that will lead to a joint submission of the SAP
into a formal government signing process.
The RCU BOBLME will be available for coordination - to be called on as and when required
The lead Ministry will determine what, if any, signing ceremony will be held, and advise the
RCU.
Signatures on the SAP are required by the end of July 2015.

4. Review of the 2015 work plan & budget
4.1.

2015 work plan and budget

16. The Chief Technical Advisor presented the draft 2015 Annual Regional Work Plan (including
outputs) and budget (Doc-4.1 - click here to view ).
17. The PSC was informed that in February 2015, the BOBLME Project National Coordinators
assembled in Bangkok for a workshop to contribute to the drafting of this document.
18. The PSC adopted the 2015 work plan and budget which was developed in the BOBLME Project
National Coordinators planning meeting in February 2015.
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4.2.

The BOBLME terminal evaluation

19. The Regional Coordinator tabled the draft terms of reference for the forthcoming terminal
evaluation of the BOBLME Project (Doc-4.2).
20. The PSC noted the forthcoming terminal evaluation of the BOBLME Project to be undertaken by
FAO's independent evaluation office. The PSC accepted the key evaluation questions and draft
timetable, and requested the Regional Coordinator to contact the evaluation office and advise it
about holiday periods in the BOBLME countries during April to June. The PSC noted that the
report of the terminal evaluation will be presented at PSC 7 (tentatively planned for early
August 2015 - to be confirmed).

5. Any other business
5.1.

Results of the 2014 valuation of ecosystem services

21. Following the release of the 2014 BOBLME ecosystem valuation and its review and
endorsement at a BOBLME ecosystem valuation workshop, comprising experts from BOBLME
countries and independent organisations, in December 2014; the PSC, noting the preliminary
nature of the information, agreed to include excerpts from the report in the SAP to
demonstrate both the economic benefits provided by healthy marine and coastal ecosystems
and the potential economic losses/damages resulting from the loss of these services.
22. The Regional Coordinator gave a brief presentation on the results of the 2014 BOBLME
ecosystem valuation (ppt-04) in order to further promote the existence of the document and
stimulate thought on how such information might be used and improved in the future. The
Regional Coordinator stressed that the work was the first valuation attempt for the Bay of
Bengal region, and as such more work needs to be done to reduce data gaps and improve the
precision of the valuation. Dr Yadava (BOBP-IGO) reiterated this point and gave some examples
of several apparent inconsistencies in the results reported for India. Dr Funge-Smith (FAO)
noted that the valuation needs to be broadened to include the full range of coastal habitats (not
just coral and mangroves); and Dr Torell (SEAFDEC) encouraged the PSC members to
increasingly use valuation information in resource management.

5.2.

Update on the Ecosystem Approach to Fisheries Management programme

23. The Chief Technical Advisor gave an update on the multi-partner EAFM training programme that
BOBLME is supporting (ppt-05). In 2014, the BOBLME Project has funded training courses and
training of trainers, and with SEAFDEC supported the EAFM Coordinator.
24. A wide range of organisations are currently involved in promoting EAFM including: BOBLME,
APFIC, FAO, IMA, NOAA, and USAID-CTSP; DoF Malaysia, Sabah Fisheries, WWF Malaysia,
universities; SEAFDEC Secretariat, TD and MFRDMD; JTF and REBYC II – CTI Project; BOBP-IGO;
ICSF; MMAF Indonesia, WWF Indonesia; DFAR Sri Lanka, NARA, NAQDA, Wayamba University;
BFAR-NFRDI Philippines, DOST-PCAARRD, EcoFISH; and ADB-CTI. And to date 23 EAFM training
courses and 8 training-of-trainers (ToT) have been held in the South Asia, South East Asia
region.
25. The PSC noted that there are plans to further develop the EAFM programme through
Partnerships formed with institutions in countries throughout the region to act as course
providers; building up a body of trainers in the region; supporting a community of practice;
adapting and translating course materials.
26. BOBLME and ICSF have been collaborating to promote ecosystem based management at the
community level and EAF booklets have been produced in Thai, Burmese, Bahasa Indonesia,
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Tamil, Bangla and English (http://www.icsf.net/). And there are plans for NOAA, SEAFDEC,
REBYC and BOBLME to work together to review, adapt and roll out the USAID-NOAA-CTSP EAFM
LEAD course that provide senior-level leaders with an understanding and forum for discussion
of the why, what, and how to implement an EAFM at national to local levels .

5.3.

MPA information notes

27. The Chief Technical Advisor informed the PSC about the MPA information notes (provided as
folder inserts) that have been developed for each country by the country representatives on the
BOBLME MPA Working Group. The information notes will be posted on the BOBLME MPA web
platform that has been developed in partnership with WorldFish (http://boblme.reefbase.org/)

6. Adoption of the report
28. The PSC adopted all substantial statements during the meeting, and agreed to adopt the
remainder of the report by email.
29. The PSC congratulated the Chairman and thanked the host country, Indonesia, for supporting
the meeting.
30. The PSC thanked the partners and observers attending the meeting for their willingness to
continue to collaborate with the BOBLME Project, and play a role in SAP implementation.
31. A 7th meeting of the PSC was proposed to be held in the first week of August 2015 - location to
be advised.
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Appendix I

List of participants

BANGLADESH
Environment
Mr Md Nurul Karim was unable to attend

INDIA
Environment
Mr Shri Susheel Kumar was unable to attend

Fisheries
Mr Md. Anisur Rahman
Joint Secretary (Fish.)
Ministry of Fisheries and Livestock
anisur3112@yahoo.com
Fisheries
Dr Raja Sekhar Vundru
Joint Secretary (Fisheries)
Department of Animal Husbandry, Dairying and
Fisheries
Ministry of Agriculture
New Delhi
jsfy@nic.in
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INDONESIA
Environment
Mr Heru Waluyo Koesworo was unable to
attend

Fisheries
Alternate to Dr Aryo Hanggono
Mrs Erni Widjajanti
Deputy Director
Fisheries Resource Management in Indonesia EEZ and High Seas
Ministry of Marine Affaires and Fisheries
Jakarta
erwijaya@yahoo.com
Mr Aris Budiarto
Senior Officer
Directorate of Fisheries Resources Management
Jakarta
arisbudiarto@gmail.com

MALAYSIA
Environment
Ms Dato' Halimah Binti Hassan
Director General
Department of Environment
Ministry of Natural Resources and Environment
Putrajaya
hhh@doe.gov.my

MALDIVES
Environment
Alternate to Mr Ibrahim Naeem
Ms. Aishath Farhath Ali
Environmental Protection Agency
Malé
farhath.ali@epa.gov.mv

Fisheries
Mr Hj. Ismail Bin Abu Hassan
Director-General
Department of Fisheries
Putrajaya
ismail@dof.gov.my
Ms Raja Yana Meleessa binti Raja Haroon
Arashid
Fisheries Officer
International Section, Planning and
Development Division
Department of Fisheries
Putrajaya
ryanamel@gmail.com
Fisheries
Mr Ahmed Hafiz
Deputy Minister
Ministry of Fisheries and Agriculture
Malé
ahmed.hafiz@fishagri.gov.mv

Ms. Mariyam Rifga
Environmental Protection Agency
Malé
mariyam.rifga@epa.gov.mv
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MYANMAR
Environment
Mr Hlaing Min Maung
Deputy Director
Planning and Statistics Department
Ministry of Environmental Conservation and
Forestry
Nay Pyi Taw
hminmaung@gmail.com

Fisheries
Alternate to U Khin Maung Maw
Dr Aung Naing Oo
Deputy Director
Department of Fisheries
Ministry Of Livestock And Fisheries
Nay Pyi Taw
myathantundof@gmail.com

SRI LANKA
Environment
Mr Ajith Silva was unable to attend

Fisheries
Mr Nimal D. Hettiarachchi was unable to attend

THAILAND
Environment
Dr Somkiat Khokiattiwong
Senior Marine Biologist
Department of Marine and Coastal Resources
Phuket Marine Biological Centre
Phuket
skhokiattiwong@gmail.com

OBSERVERS
BOBP-IGO
Dr Yugraj Singh Yadava
Director
BOBP-IGO
Chennai, India
yugraj.yadava@bobpigo.org
FAO
Mr Simon Funge-Smith
Senior Fisheries Officer
FAO Regional Office
Bangkok, Thailand
Simon.FungeSmith@fao.org
ICSF
Dr. Mariette Correa
Senior Programme Coordinator
International Collective in Support of
Fishworkers
Chennai, India
mariettec@gmail.com

Fisheries
Dr Pholphisin Suvanachai
Senior Expert on Fishery Spatial Analysis
Marine Fisheries Research and Development
Bureau
Department of Fisheries
Bangkok
pholphisin@yahoo.com

SACEP
Mr Anura Jayatilake
Director General
South Asia Co-operative Environment
Programme
Colombo, Sri Lanka
anura.jayatilake@sacep.org
SEAFDEC
Dr Magnus Torell
Senior Advisor
South East Asian Fisheries Development Center
Bangkok, Thailand
magnus@seafdec.org
WorldFish
Mr Len Garces
Research Fellow
Natural Resource Management
WorldFish Centre
Penang, Malaysia
l.garces@cgiar.org
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Norway
Ms Rahimah Imah
Royal Norwegian Embassy
Jakarta, Indonesia
imah.rahimah@mfa.no
NOAA
Dr Russell Brainard
Division Chief
National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration
Hawaii
rusty.brainard@noaa.gov
REGIONAL COORDINATION UNIT
Dr Chris O’Brien
Regional Coordinator
chris.obrien@boblme.org
Dr Rudolf Hermes
Chief Technical Advisor
rudolf.hermes@boblme.org
Ms Sucharat Tong-on
Secretary
sucharat.tongon@fao.org
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Appendix II

Agenda

Day 1

Tuesday 24 March

9 am

1. Opening of the meeting
1.1

Opening remarks from the PSC Chairperson (Maldives)

1.2

Welcome remarks from Dr Toni Ruchimat, Ministry of Marine Affairs and Fisheries

1.3

Welcome from Mr Mark Smulders, FAO Representative, Indonesia

1.4

Introductions

1.5

Election of the new meeting Chair (selection by the PSC)

1.6

Adoption of the agenda - document

1.7

Brief introduction to the BOBLME Project - ppt

1.8

Group photograph

2. Project implementation and status
Actions: (i) Note the current status of the Project.
(ii) Provide guidance on Project implementation.
2.1

Country implementation reports - brief verbal updates from both the Fisheries and
Environment PSC members on Project implementation

2.2

2014 Annual Report: progress and results - document, ppt

2.3

Partners - a brief update from each partner on their activities in the BOBLME region

2.4

Matters relating to Project implementation - best practices, challenges etc

3. Status of the BOBLME Strategic Action Programme and its implementation
Actions: (i) Provide information on obtaining country signatures on the SAP
(ii) Endorse a plan for the completion of the SAP Implementation programme.

5.30pm

3.1

Presentation of the printed SAP that will be sent for country signatures -document

3.2

Presentation on the development of the SAP Implementation Programme framework ppt

Cocktail - 2nd floor (5.30 to 7pm, casual dress)

Day 2

Wednesday 25 March

9 am

4. Review of the proposed 2015 work plan, milestones, outputs and budget
Actions: (i) Adopt a BOBLME 2015 work plan and budget.
(ii) Note the plan for undertaking the terminal evaluation of the BOBLME Project
4.1

Presentation of the 2015 work plan and budget - document

4.2

The BOBLME Terminal Evaluation - document

5. Any other business
5.1

The results of the 2014 valuation of ecosystem services - ppt

5.2

Update on the EAFM Training Programme - ppt

5.3

MPA information notes - document

6. Outstanding items and adoption of meeting conclusions
Actions: Confirm the endorsements and recommendations arising from the meeting.
Noon

Wrap up, conclusions and closure of the workshop - ppt
Lunch
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Appendix III

List of documents

Reference

Title

Session
BOBLME-2015-PSC_Doc-1.1

Agenda

BOBLME-2015-PSC_Doc-2.1

Annual report to the PSC on the year 2014

BOBLME-2015-PSC_Doc-2.1 add 1

Co-financing report

BOBLME-2015-PSC_Doc-4.1

Draft 2015 annual work plan and budget

Folder inserts

BOBLME 2014 Newsletter
MPA information notes for each countries
Voluntary guidelines for Securing Sustainable Small-scale Fisheries
Penultimate version of the BOBLME Strategic Action Programme
Executive summary of the BOBLME Strategic Action Programme

BOBLME-2015-PSC_ppt-01

BOBLME Project overview and introduction to the SAP

BOBLME-2015-PSC_ppt-02

2014 in pictures - a review of the year 2014

BOBLME-2015-PSC_ppt-03

BOBLME SAP implementation Programme - an introduction

BOBLME-2015-PSC_ppt-04

BOBLME Ecosystem Valuation results

BOBLME-2015-PSC_ppt-05

An update on the EAFM programme
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Appendix IV

Final SAP changes

Page 6:
(i) Add an asterisk to the following text.
International obligations and commitments*, national priorities and work plans for fisheries, environment......
*Individual BOBLME countries may not have all the international obligations and commitments listed below
(ii) Add the 'Voluntary Guidelines for Securing Small Scale Fisheries' to the COFI commitment
Page 50
Human rights-based approach: first sentence - add the following underlined text: the application of human rights
principles (e.g. such as those found in the Voluntary Guidelines for Securing Small Scale Fisheries) in programmes related to
sustainable development is highly appropriate.
Page 22 to 45
Add numbers to the lists of activities
Page 27
Revise section 1C activity 4 for Malaysia: delete new, replace with a tick.
Page 49
Para 6, revise paragraph (and section) as follows:
The incremental cost to implement the first seven years of the Bay of Bengal SAP is estimated at around USD48 million. It is
expected that this will be delivered within a BOBLME Programme comprising at least five projects that are based on the
regional and national actions from one or more of the SAP themes. The five projects currently envisaged are:
1. Sustainable management of fisheries (SAP themes 1 and 4)
Demonstrating positive changes in the sustainability of fisheries and livelihoods dependent on marine living
resources.
2. Restoration and conservation of critical marine habitats (SAP themes 2 and 4)
Strengthening the management and status of degraded, vulnerable and
critical habitats and endangered, threatened and protected species.
3. The creation of enabling environments for management in critical transboundary areas (SAP themes 2 and 4)
Improving the information base and developing functional networks to support the conservation and management
of the critical transboundary areas.
4. Management of marine pollution to improve ecosystem health in the Bay of Bengal (SAP themes 3 and 4)
Positive changes the status of ecosystem health through improved management of coastal and marine pollution.
5. Strengthening institutional capacity for the management of the Bay of Bengal
Large Marine Ecosystem (SAP themes 1, 2, 3 and 4)
Strengthening capacity to implement ecosystem management, including the development of a sustainable regional
consortium to monitor and advise on the health and status of the
BOBLME

USD10 million
USD13 million
USD 4 million
USD15 million
USD 6 million

The BOBLME countries are currently investing substantial financial resources on management and research in the marine
environment and fisheries in the Bay of Bengal. It is recognised that these current, ongoing and planned programmes of
the BOBLME countries represent a significant contribution to the resources required for SAP implementation, while
additional resourcing can be explored through multi-lateral and bilateral arrangements.
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